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emphasizing more comprehensive, integrated 
approach involve multiple levels of government stakeholders collaborative
efforts not projects in isolation

context of a system



regional assessment of needs and opportunities
priorities

 a watershed perspective

... growing recognition that “locally perceived water resources problems” have regional 
dimensions and are of concern to numerous, diverse interest groups. Many activities 
occurring in a watershed are inter-related and, therefore, managing water resources has 
evolved to more of a holistic, collaborative effort. The Corps has developed its own 
watershed perspective to guide water resources development, protection, and management 
within the Civil Works program. This watershed perspective accommodates the multi-
objective, multi-purpose planning and investigations necessary for exploring these 
concerns. It is being adopted to help improve performance, customer satisfaction, and 
overall program efficiency and effectiveness and to assure use of the water resources in a 
sustainable manner, taking into account environmental protection, economic development, 
and social well-being.



Man and human induced actions will not interfere, diminish, modify or impede sand and 
other sediments or materials from being transported to and along beaches, shores or any 
flowing or eolian (windblown) paths or bodies without appropriate restitution being made. 
…

Sand, sediments and /or any material artificially introduced to an environment, or resulting 
from a man or human-induced action, may not diminish, detract from or in anyway impinge 
upon property or property rights, either public or private, without proper restitution being 
made.  … 



overview of the authorities, policies, and programs

authorities

policies
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Application of a Watershed 
Perspective to Corps of Engineers Civil Works Programs and Activities, 

.

ystems Analysis



District engineers should identify and 
develop dredged material disposal 
management strategies that satisfy the long-
term (greater than 10 years) needs for Corps 
projects. Full consideration should be given 
to all practicable alternatives including 
upland, open water, beach nourishment, 
within-banks disposal, ocean disposal, etc



Examples of regional dredged material management planning:







The Corps and EPA have used their 404 authority to develop watershed-based 
programs that facilitate the ecosystem approach” can
complement ecosystem management because it involves analysis of potentially far 
reaching impacts of discrete activities, and provides opportunities for relevant 
resource agencies and other stakeholders to become involved

 Environmental 
Stewardship Operations and Maintenance Policies



”

”



The Army Corps of Engineers is the steward of the lands and waters at Corps
 projects.  Its Natural Resources Management Mission is to manage and conserve those 

natural resources, consistent with ecosystem management principles, while providing quality public 
outdoor recreation experiences to serve the needs of present and future generations.”
“... The Corps manages for long-term public access to and use of the natural resources in cooperation 
with other Federal, State, and local agencies as well as the private sector.” 
   “The Corps integrates the management of diverse natural resources components ... with the 
provision of public recreation opportunities.  The Corps conserves natural resources and provides 
public recreation opportunities that contribute to the quality of American life.”

.











Potential Benefits: 



(http://rsm.saj.usace.army.mil)



Potential Benefits: 





Potential Benefits:  



Potential Benefits: 



erosion mitigation for private structures

sand bank 



Potential Benefits: 



Potential benefits:  











: cost savings and best management of 
resources







least cost plan least costly alternative that 
is consistent with sound engineering practice and meets environmental requirements

least cost 





Dredged material management planning for all Federal harbor projects is conducted by the 
Corps to ensure that maintenance dredging activities are performed in an environmentally 
acceptable manner, use sound engineering techniques, are economically warranted, and that 
sufficient confined disposal facilities are available for at least the next 20 years. These plans 
address dredging needs, disposal capabilities, capacities of disposal areas, environmental 
compliance requirements, potential for beneficial usage of dredged material and indicators of 
continued economic justification. The Dredged Material Management Plans shall be updated 
periodically to identify any potentially changed conditions.   [ER 1105-2-10016]



Section 203 of WRDA 1992



Sec 225 of WRDA 1992



















development and implementation management 
programs to achieve wise use of the land and water resources of the coastal zone, giving full 
consideration to ecological, cultural, historic, and esthetic values, as well as the needs for 
compatible economic development











Shoreline Protection and Beach Erosion Control Study:  Final Report - An 
Analysis of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Shore Protection Program

The Evolution of Ecosystem 
Management: An Overview of Common Themes and Activities

The Ecosystem Approach:  Healthy 
Ecosystems and Sustainable Economies. Volume II Implementation Issues

The Ecosystem Approach:  Healthy 
Ecosystems and Sustainable Economies.  Volume III - Case Studies

Sand Rights, the Fragile Coastal Balance

New Directions in Water Resources:  Planning for the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers

Regional Sediment Management in the Corps of Engineers, 

).
The Corps of Engineers’ National Regional Sediment Management Demonstration Program. 

Tools for Regional Sediment Management
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This authority has been used by CECW-SAJ to initiate RSM planning and 
coordination. 







Application of 
Watershed Perspective to Corps of Engineers Civil Works Programs and Activities, 

1) Systems Analysis. Because shoreline processes are dynamic, shore protection measures may 
generate both beneficial and adverse impacts beyond immediate project sites.  Impacts elsewhere may 
occur as a consequence of the design and implementation of site specific hurricane and storm damage 
reduction projects, and navigation projects may impact or be impacted by such projects. These 
impacts must be evaluated, and this requires expansion of the study area to include reaches adjacent 
to the project site. Generally, the adjacent reaches are bounded by natural features that interrupt or 
substantially limit the natural littoral processes (e.g., bays, sounds, inlets, geomorphic features, etc.). 
For studies which may not require a full systems approach, the  justification shall be documented in 
the feasibility report. A systems analysis approach will include the following components: 



(a) Physical Processes. Develop a sediment budget for the segment of coast under 
investigation based on modeling of sediment movements, empirical data, and estimates of 
gross and net shoreline change rates over the past fifty year period, as well as rates of change 
during the most recent decade… . 

(b) Coastal Alterations. Identify man-made alterations to the shore (jetties, sand-bypassing 
and recycling, dredging, seawalls, groins, breakwaters, beach nourishment, etc.) and estimate 
their contribution to the balance of littoral processes and shoreline changes… . 

(c) Forecast Shoreline Changes. Forecast shoreline changes (including changes in 
nourishment requirements, if appropriate) and navigation related dredging requirements for 
the economic life of the proposed measure… 

(d) Economic Benefits and Costs. Inventory potential damage centers and locations of other 
project induced benefits or costs. … .







(a) FINDINGS.  The management of littoral, estuarine, and riverine sediments has the 
potential to produce cost savings in the operation and maintenance of Federal navigation projects and 
to restore natural sediment movements to the benefit of shorelines and coastal ecosystems.  
  (b) PLANNING.  The Secretary is authorized to develop plans for regional sediment 
management in conjunction with dredging, dredged material disposal, beach nourishment and 
shoreline protection, environmental restoration and other activities associated with the 
implementation and operation and maintenance of Federal projects in the coastal zone.  Sediment 
management plans will be coordinated with the Department  of the Interior, Department of 
Commerce,  Federal Emergency Management Agency, and state and local governments.  Plans will be 
developed at 100 percent Federal cost.    

(c) IMPLEMENTATION. The Secretary is authorized to carry out measures for regional 
sediment management identified in the plans developed under subsection (b) in conjunction with the 
operation and maintenance by the Secretary of an authorized harbor or inland harbor navigation 
project.  Subject to subsection (d) and  (e) of this section, measures for regional sediment management 
may be undertaken in any case where the Secretary finds that the environmental, economic, and social 
benefits of the project, both monetary and non-monetary, justify the cost thereof.  
 (d) COST LIMIT.   In any fiscal year for any Federal navigation project the Secretary is 
authorized to expend up to an additional 25 percent over the average annual operation and 
maintenance costs in the interest of regional sediment management.  These additional costs shall be 
100 percent Federal.   
 (e) COST SHARING. Where the costs of a regional sediment management measure exceeds 
the Federal cost limits in subsection (d), the Secretary may undertake the measure, subject to the 
finding in subsection (c), if a non-Federal interest enters into a cooperative agreement to provide 35 
percent of the cost of the measure that exceed the limits of subsection (d).                 

(f) PAYMENT FROM HARBOR MAINTENANCE TRUST FUND.    The Federal cost of 
implementing this Section shall be paid from the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund  

(g) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.  There is authorized to be appropriated not to 
exceed $35,000,000 annually to carry out this section of which $5,000,000 annually is authorized for 
development of plans under subsection (b).  Such sums shall remain available until expended.


